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In a nutshell
A documentary about former
Malayan communists now living
in southern Thailand and their
attempts to go home.

DivX releases DivX 7 One of the perils of making a film about a controversial
with H.264 encoding political issue is that the question of political bias always gets
Nicholas Chee |
February 14, 2009

Now Showing
Three new feature
releases will be coming up
in this month of August!
Check out Cages, The
Insomniac and Invisible
Children. Also in tribute to
the nationʼs birthmonth,
we are screening a set of
shorts entitled National
Day Special. Check it all
out only at Sinema Old
School!

tacked onto the film. I Love Malaya, however, tries to sidestep
the matter of political ideology, and focuses on the very
human element of passionately believing in something and
paying a heavy personal price for that belief.The
documentary begins with the filmmakersʼ quest to interview
Now Showing >>
81-year-old Chin Peng, the enigmatic and media-shy leader
of the Malayan Communist Party (MCP). On their journey to Coming Soon
locate him, they encounter other guerilla members of the
When the news about
Party also living as “stateless aliens” in southern Thailand.
DivX aquiring
MainConcept broke out Unwilling to sever their ties with the Party, they have been
sometime back in 2007, barred from returning to their homeland of Malaysia, since
they fled to Thailand in the 1950s. Will these people, who
there was a major
fought so hard for their countryʼs independence from colonial
anticipation about
future versions of DivX rule, be destined to live out the rest of their lives in a foreign
going H.264. The news land?
is out now - Based on
H.264 technology, DivX Historians may not like it for its wholly generous tone towards
Invisible ChildrenNational Day Special
party members, but the documentary works well as a
Pro 7 aims to provide
More Details >> More Details >>
everything you need for surprisingly sympathetic film, together with suitably wistful
music. One of the stateless former communists in Thailand,
a true HD experience.
Latest Columns
Huang Xueying, in particular was an inspired choice of
Play high definition
interviewee. Her natural feistiness and spunky character gave
MKV videos with
high-quality AAC audio, the film a humorous and engaging hook to grab audiences
with.
.divx as well as .avi
files.
When Huang finally receives
her Thai citizenship and is able
Currently only
to return to her hometown of
available in
Perlis in Malaysia, you canʼt
Windows
help but feel relieved that at
flavour, we
Advertisement
expect the Mac least she is able to make it back
version to be out pretty home after all these years. In
Latest Interviews
stark contrast, the close-up
soon.
shots of the columbarium in
Interview with Kan Lume, director of
Thailand, where party members
For more information who died before they could make it home are laid to rest, are Female Games
visit DivX 7 Pro site.
strong enough to silence the strongest critic.
From DivX.com:
Sinema | August 2, 2009
However, other parts of the film feel more like missed
“H.264 is the new
opportunities. Itʼs hard to keep track of the fairly large cast of
Interview by Miao
standard for high
interviewees as the film interweaves their narratives. At the
definition (HD) digital
same time, it would have been interesting to see more
Recently, the Female Games World
video, and for good
personal interviews with Abdullah CD and his wife Suriani,
Premiere was held at Sinema Old
reason. A codec based both of whom were central figures of the MCP and yet appear
School, which saw an
on the H.264 standard
as little more than figureheads here.
overwhelming turnout and was
compresses a digital
followed by an enriching talkback
For
me
(and
ironically
so),
the
film
is
weakened
by
its
video file so that it only
session. It was a pity, however, that
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uses half the space of
MPEG-2 (the DVD
standard), to deliver the
same quality video.
This means you can
enjoy stunning HD
video the way it was
meant to be seen
without sacrificing
speed or performance.”

reluctance to let go of Chin Peng as a political reference. His
legal fight to return home is much less poignant than
Xueyingʼs own long wait.

the director of Female Games, Kan
Lume, was unable to be present to
help us understand the film better.
But thanks to the Internet, we were able to conduct
Similarly, the emotional interview with a survivor of the Bukit an email interview with Kan Lume to find out the nittyKerpong police massacre felt strangely awkward against the gritty details about the film and more about this
other interviews, when featured early in the film. Her tearful award-winning director.
refusal to forgive the communist guerillas for killing her family
sets up a harsh tone that sets up an odd clash with the
Miao (MI): Tell us about how and when exactly did
filmmakersʼ warmer perspective of the MCP members.
you start out making films?

“Advanced Audio
Coding (AAC), the
preferred audio format
for high definition
videos, is a substantial
improvement on the
well-known MP3 format
and has become the
standard for
high-quality digital
audio.”

Nevertheless, I Love Malaya remains a provocative film, both
politically and emotionally. It is really a story that needed to
be told, and it works hard to shed light on an area of
Southeast Asian history that is often glossed over or hidden
altogether. For a younger generation of Singaporeans for
whom Chin Peng and the Malayan Communist Party are
mere mentions in history textbooks, the documentary gives a
precious voice to a generation of fighters who dared to fight
for what they believed in.

Kan Lume (KL): I spent a year studying film in
Australia. When I returned to Singapore, I worked in
a Production House full-time and in TCS part-time. I
left after a year completely burnt out. I told stories to
school students for two years as a Motivational
Speaker. Eventually I decided to get back into
filmmaking but I set certain rules for myself. I was
only going to make fictional narrative films. No more
corporate videos. No more distractions.
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Read more

Review of I Love Malaya (movieXclusive.com)
“With its unique ability
Interview with I Love Malaya filmmaking team
to store multiple
(Sinema.sg)
formats and media
features (subtitles,
Technorati Tags: sinema, Singapore cinema, Singapore film, I Love
audio tracks, etc.) in a
Malaya
single container, MKV
has quickly gained in
(5 votes, average: 5 out of 5)
popularity — becoming
Loading ...
the preferred file
|
extension for high
definition (HD) video.
Millions of online videos 5 Comments so far
use the .mkv file
extension, with more
1. strangeknight November 29th, 2006 2:45 pm
coming every day.”
Would have been interesting to compare this with Amir
Muhammadʼs “The Last Communist”. Any takers?
Advertisement
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Latest Videos & VODcast

Interview with Marc X Grigoroff [Part 2]
Sinema | December 14, 2008
We bring you Part 2 of the interview with Marc X
Grigoroff, director of the film Salawati, most recently
selected to compete in the prestigious Asian Hot
Shots Berlin competition.

2. sinema.sg » Interview: I Love Malaya filmmaking
team February 28th, 2007 9:17 am
[…] Sinema.sgʼs review of I Love Malaya (No Ratings
Yet) Loading … EMail This Post […]
3. sinema.sg » 2nd Singapore Indie Doc Fest: I Love
Malaya @ The Substation Theatre March 3rd, 2007
11:22 pm
[…] Donʼt miss a chance to catch indie documentary I
Love Malaya at the 2nd Singapore Indie Doc Fest.
Made by a team of five Singapore filmmakers, the
documentary captures their journey on the trail of
former Malayan Communist Party leader Chin Peng.
Read Sinema.sgʼs review of I Love Malaya and
interview with the filmmakers. […]

Interview by: Tiffany Ng
Edited by: Chen Junbin
Camera by: Vera Ang
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4. sinema.sg » Interview: I Love Malaya filmmaking team
Earth - Review
(part 2) March 5th, 2007 10:43 am
To all film professionals,
[…] Review of I Love Malaya (Sinema.sg) […]
amateurs, students –
we think your films
5. sinema.SG - The Singapore films showcase, resource
deserves to have a life
and independent cinema » I Love Malaya filmmaking
outside of tapes, DVDs
team (part 1) December 10th, 2007 12:00 pm
and harddisks. Be they
documentaries,
[…] Review of I Love Malaya (Sinema.sg) […]
narratives or even
experimental work,
Leave a reply
Sinema is now doing a
call for entries for our
You must be logged in to post a comment.
weekly Sinema
Showoff! on Tuesday
evenings.
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Mathias Ortmann | September 16, 2009
You might have missed
it, but one notable entry
from Singapore made it
into the 66th Venice
Film Festival earlier this
month: the medium
length film “Earth” by
visual artist/director Ho
Tzu Nyen, which premiered on September 5th as part
of the Corto Cortissimo section.
Here is a filmmaker who is taking some remarkable
flight these past months, having been invited to such
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All short films will be
curated and grouped
under relevant genres
and compiled into a
60min-long programme.
Student works
(individually or schoolsubmitted) are also
welcomed.
Contact us at
oldschool@sinema.sg
with the header “I want
to Showoff!” and more
information in this
format;
*Name of Director:
*Name of Producer:
*Production Co/School:
*Title of film:
*Year of production:
*Length:
*Genre:
*MDA Rating:
*Highest quality format:
Schools and other inst
can also contact us for
student work
screenings as well.
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prestigious events like Cannes, Pusan this coming
October, and Venice as mentioned, one after the
other and each time with something different to show.
So it should be well worth taking a closer look at the
work of one director who with versatility, patience and
maturity has not only made his initial mark on the film
festival circuit but appears poised to become one
more voice from Singapore to be reckoned with.
Read more
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Tips Nʼ Tricks:
Getting your film
rated
Sinema | February 12,
2009
All films that are
distributed and/or
exhibited in Singapore
have to be classified
and certified by the
Media Development
Authority of Singapore
(MDA) to “preserve the
artistic integrity of the
films, while protecting
the young from
unsuitable content.
Viewers will also have
more choices with
minimal or no edits.”
While larger companies
and film houses have
these nitty gritty part of
filmmaking down to a
pat, how does a
beginner get around it,
especially if youʼre
indie, small-scaled and
possibly flying solo?
To keep things clear
and simple, I shall split
the process up into two:
1. Classification
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All films must fall into
one of the five
categories listed by
MDA, namely: G, PG,
NC16, M18 and R21,
all of which, have a
specific guideline, as
listed on their website.
Also on the website is
the nifty online tool for
applying for
classification online,
which is the first step.
Youʼll need to first read
the guidelines above,
then decide where you
film falls into, and
submit it online. A
(working) day after,
youʼll need to print out
the online form and
bring it, along with a
copy of your film, to the
MDA Licensing office
[address: 45 Maxwell
Road, URA Centre,
East Wing #07-11/12,
Singapore 069118].
Your film will then be
assessed by the Board
of Film Censors (BFC)
and the outcome can
only be either of these
ways:
a) They accept the
rating which you
propose;
b) They suggest a
different rating, you
make edits to your film
to comply; or
c) They suggest a
different rating, and you
refuse it.
d) They suggest a
different rating, and you
appeal to the Films
Appeal Committee.
Following which, you
pay (of course).
2. Fees
You will be required to
pay an amount for the
classification process,
and the rates is as
follows:
a) For personal
consumption: $1.80; or
b) For public exhibition:
$40 per half hour block;
or
c) For commercial
release: $10 per half
hour block
Certification is a
separate matter, and
require a flat fee of $5
per film.
The entire process
should take about 2
weeks or so, but based
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on personal
experiences, we have
waited upwards of
three-months, so it is
best you check on the
status after the 2-week
mark.
This is a very short
ʻhow-toʼ post, and is by
no means exhaustive. If
you have the time,
check out the types of
videos that are eligible
for exemption, and
good luck!
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